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ABSTRACT
A new instru-aent for measuring and recording the brightness of the 

polarised component of the light scattered by the solar electron ccrcna 
has been developed, and is being mounted for operation on the 26 foot 
equatorial spar of the High Altitude Observatory at Climax3 Colorado,,
It has three principal features of design? (a) the polarization 
produced internalJy is kept at a very lew level ( 1 0  *0 by using a 
strictly  on-axis optical system and by careful compensation for residual 
polarisation^ (b) the scattered photospheric light is minimised as in 
a conventional Ijrot coronagraphj (c) the brightness of the polarised 
light is measured Kith a sensitive photoelectric polarimeter using 
electro-optic modulation of the light beam*

Test operation of the instrument in Boulder has resulted in fee 
detection of the electron-coronal light from coronal, regions about 0*5 
solar radii from tlie limb, and in ore case, at 0,66 .solar radii fras 
the limb*

i a IKTRODUCTI0M

In order to detect the solar corona in the absence of an eclipse^
Lyot (1930s 1931) built a special te3.escope* called a coronagraph,, and 
used i t  at the Pic du Midi at an elevation of over 9000 feet above sea 
levelo His in itia l observations vere on the polarized light of the 
corona that results from tho scattering of the photospheric light by 
the free electrons in ihe hot coronal gas,, To accomplish this5 he measured 
the small residual polarization in the light Incident upon his corona- 
graph3 using a visual polarimeter (Lyot., 192?) sensitive to a proportion 
of polarised light of IO-"-** He was able te detect coronal polarization 
up to a distance cf the order of 6“ of arc .-,35 Hq)&

lyot also found i t  possible to detect, outside of eclipse, strong 
coronal emission line.*; using a spectrograph of moderate dispersionr,
Since that time nost coronal studies have consisted of spectroscopic 
or birefringent filte r  observation of the emission lines, especially 
trie green line, 5303 ^  and the red line, 637h Ap

line observations o:i the inner corona (distance from lim b^S R@) 
are relatively easy on clear days but are very d ifficu lt on the outer 
corona because the emission lines show very strong gradients* On the 
other hand, tlie light scattered by the free electrons, called the 
electron corona or K-corona; shows a smaller gradient and may thus be 
observed to a greater distance from tlie limbo
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The study of the electron corona presents other interesting aspects.
Its brightness is proportional to the electron density Ne, rather than 
to Ne as in the case of the emission line corona# Moreover, its spatial 
distribution .j-a not exactly the same as that of the emission lines., a 
fact revealed by white light photographs taken at eclipses0 On eclipse 
photographs the most prominent features are the extensive coronal streamers. 
It has: been suggested (Allen, 19UU; Pecker and Roberts, 1955) that these 
streamers cause recurrent geomagnetic storms when they sweep the earth®
One way to check this: hypothesis is to try to determine the spatial posi
tion of the streamers by observing the limb passages of their lower parts.

The new instrument described here has; been built to observe the 
E-corona up to a distance from the limb of the order of 005 to 1 Rq5 in 
order to improve the spatial model of the corona density distribution 
and to extend the study of solar-terrestrial relationships,

I I . GENERAL FEATURES OF THE INSTRUMENT

To permit observation of the faint polarised coronal light at 
appreciable distances from the limb, several requirements must be met:

(a)> the instrumental polarization must be kept at a very low level
« r i o - 3 ) ;

(b) tho scattered photospheric light must be minimized;

(c) the signal must be integrated over a sufficient time*

These requirements are met in the following way:

(a) the corona is always observed on the axis of the instrument;

(b) the essential optical features of a Lyot-type coronagraph 
laaree ifedadnedlyaine d j

(c) the analyzer of polarization is a sensitive photoelectric 
polarimeter having a large time constant.

The K-coronameter w ill be mounted on the 26 foot equatorial spar located 
at Climax,, Tlie spar is controlled by a photoelectric sun-foliower 
similar to that described by Fowler and Johnson (1951). To permit on-axis 
observation of the corona, the front of the instrument is supported by 
gimbals while its rear part is linked to the spar through a scanning 
mechanism which drives the instrument such that the optical axis describes 
a cone having for its axis the direction of the center of the sun. The 
half angle of the cone may be varied to scan the corona at various dis- 
tancosfrom the limb. One scan around the limb takes four minutes0

The spar itse lf is very rigid and the coronameter has been designed 
to exhibit a negligible flexure. To facilitate the optical adjustments, 
a ll the components, with the exception of the objective, have been 
mounted on a rigid, self-centering optical bench.



m . optics

The optics consist of an objective* a small aperture in its focal 
plane to select a region of the coron a a field  lens which images the 
objective on an aperture stop, and a colored glass„

The objective* oi' coronagraphic quality, has a diameter of 8 era 
and a focal length of 193 <■'&< The aperture in the focal plane is 
circular mid its diameter may be varied from 2Ho S'- of arc* A cone 
reflects rJie photospheric light to the side cf the instrument« The 
field  lens is located $ cm behind the small aperture and has a focol 
length of f>3 cm. The apertotrw stop ha?', a diameter such that it  c>ts 
the light coming from the edge ox the objective,, 'fills is necessary 
because this edge scatters an appreciable amount of photospheric light 
which Kay be polarized* The colored glass cuts the wave lengths 
smaller than ?i300 because the brightness of the sky is large at 
these wave lengths,

IV* ANALYZER OF POLARIZATION

According to tyot {1931' and Ohman (19U7) the plane of polarisation 
of the coronal light is radial which means that th® plane of vibration 
of the electric vector- of the polarised light is parallel to the tangent 
to the limbo Thus, during om scan* the plme of polarizaticsi changes 
continuous ly 0 As w ill te shortly'described,, the analyzer w ill accept 
onlv that lie&t polarised in the proper direction) therefore ? i t  :1s ne
cessary to rotate the plane of polarisation of the coronal light by 
the right amount Tor each heliographic position* This is  done with a 
half-wave plate which rotates at half the speed of the scanning, i„e*, 
me revolution per eight minutes „ Hie plate is  mad® of two thick 
plates of quarts whose optical axes are crossed and whose thicknesses 
differ by half a wave length for X » £000 Â  which has been chosen as 
the effective wave length of the K~c©rename tar .>

It has been found that this half wave plate,, as well as others 
made of different materials (cellophane9 mica) # slightly polarises the 
li^ht, the direction of polarization being parallel to one of the axes 
of the plate,. The coefficient of residual polarization of the quarts 
platef which appears to be the best material., is  of the order of 10"3(,
This very small polarisation is  s t i ll  too large and would seriously 
affect the operation of the corcaaaraeter* Its affect is suppressed by 
using a compensating glass plate tilted at the proper angle, rotating 
with the half wave plate,,

After passing the rotating half wave plate, the aperture stop and 
the colored glass a tha light enters the analyzer*, which has the property 
of passing the unpolarizod light unaffected and of modulating the plane- 
polarized ligjtt, I t  consists of a quarter-wave plate* an electre«~optic 
retardation plate in tlie fora of a nZ«cut" crystal of ammonium*-dihydrogen 
phosphate (ADP) and a polaroid** A voltage applied in the "Z” direction of the

« The use of this fixed modulator instead of a. rotating polaroid was 
suggested by Dr,- H„ We Babcock,



ADP crystal produces a retardation proportional to tiie voltage* Change 
of the voltage-polarity interchanges the slow and fast, axes* (Billings 
19h9)o

The axes of the quarter-wave plate and ->f tho ADP crystal are set 
to make an angle of h$° *iith tiie direction of the incident polarized 
lig h t„ The direction of maadiaxm transmission of the polaroid la set 
parallel to tho incident polarized light* If.* for each peak valoe of 
the voltage* the retardation of the crystal is  plus or ininu3 a quarter-* 
wave, tnen the quarter-wave plate and. the crystal together act es a 
single plate having a retardation of either a half-wave or zero and 
the polaroid entirely stops or entirely transmits the lights For 
voltages intermediate between the peal: values the amount of transmitted 
ligh t is  intermediate® The voltage frequency is  pC cycles/sec,, and 
the light is  modulated at the sana frequency.

After passing the analyser9 the ligh t cca*siata of an unmodulated 
component due principally to the sky and a modulated one due essentially  
to the corona* Tlie light is  collected by a photomultiplier made by 
Br<> A, lallemand. The u«ai-4irausparent cathode of* the phototube is  
sensitive up to about 6700 Ac

V,. ELECTRONICS

The electronics are;

(a) a 50 cycles/sac,, osoillator-driver for the ADP c e ll;

(b) a regulated voltage supply for the photomultiplier;

(c) a D0C„ arnplifier for the photoelectric current due to the 
skylight.., A current lim iting circuit provides a safety  
factor in case the instrument should bo accidently pointed 
at the sun., The output of tiie amplifier is  fed to a meter 
and to a recorder,

(d) a tuned amplifier for the photoelectric current due to the 
polarized lights This is  followed by a phase sensitive 
detector having a Uarge time constant ( l  second or more).
After detection the signs! is  fed to a mater and to a recorder„ 
The instrument thus allows simultaneous maasurement md record
ing of the brightness of tho sky and the brightness of the 
corona up to the limbo

The details of the electronics w ill appear in another paper,

VI „ OPERATIONAL CALIB.TATICS

To calibrate the coranaraeterc a neutral f i lt e r  of known density is  
placed in front of the photomultiplier and the iRstruaent in then pointed 
toward the center of the sun* Since the brightness of the sky is  of 
the order 10~3 to lD "it of the brightness of the center of the sunfl in  
the wave-length interval used (1i3C0~6700 $ i t  is  necessary to use a 
f ilte r  of high density in  order to avoid overloading the photomultiplier.,



iince such high density filte rs  are not truly neutral; their ^fiectiv© 
i"MTsraiff£ian r.ruat be determined *rm  spectral transmission curves© :»
.■isa p3 .̂ta, tilted  at a knows angle, is introduced into the light bea<.a 

tc create a knowa poJariaatiaa. 'Hie recorded signal level is propor
tioned. te- that fraction of the brightness of the nun transmittea fcv th.% 
filter^ im ltipl' ed by the coefficient of polarisation of tha Hf£tt 
ciimlarlyji on coronal records* the dsflecticns are proportional to 
product where Bv is the brightness of the ccrcaaa aad P'̂  tha
coefficient of polarisation of the coronal light,.

Several checks /mist be jaade to ve-wJfy that th: instrument Is }x* 
order*

(a) The polarity of the signal must change when the X /2  plate 
is rotated by li£°$ or when the > A  plate is rotated by 90°, 
or when the phase of the voltage applied to the crystal is 
changed by 180°, or idieii the jvoLaroidis rotated by 90°

(b) The center of tha sun ia used as a source of unpcCUriaad light,. 
I f  thsre is  some ixatruaentel polarisation in ft ant of. the
a  /2 plate# the record must shew a slra wave haring a period 

of 2 minutes when tbe ^ /2 plate turns at the speed of 1 rota- 
tion every 8 -ainutas,, In ths saroe conditions, i f  the- rota - 
ting A/? plats itse lf shows a residual polarisation, a sin® 
wave having a U minute period roust appear<. In practice, ne
2 minute coraponant shows and tha h rxuauta component disappears 
also when the casEpensating plate. which rotates together with 
the A/2 plate, ia set at the proper position and. angle0 A 
irery small signal with a period of 8 minutes remains, when 
a ll others have been removed,, It is thought that this compo
nent originates in sows defecb in tha ><■ /2 plate asechanlssn*
Fhis last component is small enough to c aiase no appreciable 
d ifficu lty,

(c) the- light of the sky, far from the horizon and far from the 
5® , is radially polarized with respect to the sun* I f  the 
Instrument is directed toward such a point of the sky? a sine 
wave having a 2 Minute component and the proper phase roust be 
observed when the ^ /2 plate is rotated* The same effect must 
be observed when the instrument is pointed toward the s-oa
and the calibration plate introduced into the beam.-, In 
practice ̂  t.hs 2 minute c casponent appears very clearly. It 
scsnetiraee shows a s&all phase shift due to 3 ewe misalignment 
of one of the elements of the analyser«

(d) A scan at a distance i’mathe edge of the sun slightly greater 
than 1 that is at a distance where the coronal brightness 
is too low to  be recorded. must give a smooth record due to the 
sky polarization* I f  the sun is  high above thf horizon, the 
polarization is essentially radial-and the signal should shot? 
no fluctuation* I f the eua is low? a second source of sky 
polard nation appears d\ae to the secondary scattering of tee 
sky light* Th© direction of this polarization does not depend 
chi the sm  ard. thus.,, during one scan* a wave having' a 2 mruautf



period mat appear ;t This w.?o is  actually recorded -when the 
e'm is  lcWj It was for this reason that B» T#ct restricted 
his meas îreKnî  :.n July 1?30 to ti a hours where th© swa wif 
at least >0° abasra the horizon* In the present case* i t  i3
at a lower elevation* i f  one takes care to subtract the sky 
signal determined far fro® the litfo from tho coronal signal 
close bo the lisnb

Ytl> FIRST OBSERVATIONS
Hie first operational tests on the K-coranameter were performed 

■
of Colorado, Boulder j Colorado (elevation^ S’fSIiO ft*) . Good cor dial, 
records were obtained on several days when the uky wras exceptionally 
clear for this local!or

e ■ .

ware restricted to the vicinity of the limb» Fig-are. 1 shct>« the rela
tive inLen3ity of tl* corrected polarised liijht at a distance of about 
Ocl scOU.r radivi?' from Iht limbi( One recognises too marked minima at 
•the poles of tiie svn and four waad.ua corresponding to the north am 
v-iouth c. :«;pot beltsP

Fo: comparison s the dovfced curve indicates tli® intensity of th© 
green coronal Hr#,. >5303 A* measured the a.ime d~y at Sacramento Peak& 
Th* positions of the principal r/..xitr and minima coincide*,

On 15 March, ta® intensity of the polai’issed exponent, at 0„1 
radius was again teuasured, and the results plotted in Figure 2o The 
position* of tha polar adodaa arc unchanged* but ‘the position  and 
relative intons i-iss d iffer fixer, tfie earlier observation,. There wero 
no iM&SHion corona observations from either Sacranent© Peak or Climax 
on that clay for comparison, <sa the same day the measurements were 
extended further from the limb* Ti1r. increasing distance frm  the 
Ujuo -the recoids shew a continuous transition fi'aa the coronal signal 
near the limb to thi signal given by the horizontally polarized sky 
far fret1 the limbu She nsdaa m these records jsiy readily be recognized 
out to half a solar radius frcm the limbc The southwest maximum, which 
was^not ths brightest close to ta* was quite clearly defined at
0,,66 radius fr«"8B ths limb , and night have been detected at a greater 
distaiiCP-p

Calibration of the instrument done subsequently<?l indicates that 
the intensity of th; measured polarised ccsapcnent- close to the lisb  is 
ia good agreement w.th ths eclipse values given by the model corona of 
Van de Hulat (l$5o),»

As an adjmct '<o the corcual raeasuremente, a series of measureioents 
m  the sky brifchtneas as a function cf distance i’roa tha liigb were made* 
and the gradients found are in agreement with thope determined at the 
sane location by Nevrkirk O.£?56)0
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The lUoorooaaeter has been constructed entirely by the sta ff of 
th® imtruwmt shop cf ti*  Obfisr<rato?y, whoea ejecellent work is refle Jted 
fa ■’hfii firish&d instrumant* Vfe are particularly indebted to Mr., U» H L®®, 
vh© daoigned and supervised construction of a ll the elsctroniCB, ftr4 D« H* 
Billings alfso contributed substantially to the early phases of the in' - 
viafetinations that led to th® design of th® K-cororametera

The construction of the KUeoronaeeter was made possible by a, grant 
from ti* United States M&timal Ccsroittee for the I„C.£» through tlie 
National Science Fo\mciat:' and by the generous assistance of Hadis? 
Corporation af Aiaerie&c.
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